- Constructed of 22 oz black vinyl
- Keeps trash and debris out of pit area
- Kit seals hydraulic, air powered, and mechanical pit levelers
- Added protection against bugs and rodents
- Double row of magnets are sewn in place every 12” sealing the gap between dock leveler and pit wall
- Installs in minutes with no need to crawl under the leveler or open the overhead door
- Reduces air infiltration
- Professional install is not required
- Lowers energy costs
When cleaning in and around the loading dock area, the Mag-Seal can be easily stored on the overhead door. This helps ensure the correct strips stay with the correct loading dock and prevents the Mag-Seal from getting lost.

The Mag-Seal provides a quick and efficient seal at the edges of your loading dock pit leveler, requiring no welding or professional installation. Simply place strips over gaps between the dock leveler and the pit wall. The heavy duty magnets along both edges of the Mag-Seal secures it both to the leveler deck plate and the pit curb angle providing maximum protection against the outside elements.

The Mag-Seal is constructed of 22 oz. black vinyl with powerful disc magnets sewn in place every 12” on both edges of the seal. The Mag-Seal is sold in three standard sizes 6’, 7’ and 8’ lengths. They are 5” wide and can be used along with brush weather seal or rubber weather seal to provide maximum coverage.

In just a few minutes you can remove the air gaps at each dock position, reducing your heating or cooling costs and improving your building’s protection from the outside elements.